2015 Youth Council Leadership Conference at USU
At the conference banquet dinner they give a "Teamwork and Leadership" Award. They
choose one youth council who, throughout the conference, "exemplifies outstanding
enthusiasm, leadership and teamwork". Out of 24 youth councils in attendance this year...
they awarded it to us!!

WAY TO GO Millville City Youth Council!

Hunter Low: Liked being there with friends. Learned to
stay positive and teamwork.

Jacey Davis: Liked the inspiring speakers. Learned to always be
willing to help.

Mikaeli Hill: Liked the speakers. Learned to believe in
myself and work through my problems.

Hailey Checketts: Liked the inspirational speakers who have
been through many trials but knew that they could still do the
things they wanted if they set goals. Learned that the attitude you
have when going through trials is the only thing that matters.

Sadie Anderson: Liked all the great food, keynote
speakers that were funny and happy, all the music and
the challenge. Learned to be a good citizen, eat less food
and set goals.
Tyler Thornton: Liked the fun, togetherness and
speakers. Learned how to push through trials.
Maren Melani: Liked the keynote speakers. Learned to
never give up.
Emily Pehrson: Liked learning how to be a better leader
in the community and meeting new people. Learned that
it's okay to have bad days as long as we make tomorrow
a better one.
Trevor Hobbs: Liked being with our community,
learning to set goals and leading our peers. Learned
there will be challenges in life but you need to stand up
and overcome them.
Bruce McConkie: Liked good programs and speakers.
Learned to never give up.
Kennady Zollinger: Liked the opportunity to meet new
people and bond with the council. Learned how to be a
leader and about Utah's future.
Brooke Nichols: Liked the keynote speakers. They were
extremely relatable and fun to listen to. Learned to live
with no regrets and turn the sour days into sweet ones.
Brennan Duffin: Liked the dance. Learned leadership,
listening and decision-making.
Brookelin Waldron: Liked the motivational speakers.
Made me inspired to be a better leader. Learned to never
stop moving towards your goals and do it with a big
smile on your face.
Katelyn Whipple: Liked the speaker, Meg Johnson. She
was funny and uplifting. Learned that it's not the size of
the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the dog.
With motivation, you can accomplish anything you want.

Kaitlyn Woolley: Liked learning about how to be a good leader to
better benefit the community and how to inspire others to do the
same. Learned that no matter what life throws at you, never give
up and make the best of any situation.
Parker Cummings: Liked the speakers. Learned I need to have a
good attitude.
Maya Simmons: Liked being with my friends and getting to know
people better. Learned that you need to believe in yourself to
achieve great things.
Brock Norris: Liked the speakers. Learned that attitude is
everything.
Tabitha Waldron: Liked meeting new people and spending time
with everyone on the council. The speakers were great. Learned
that it's all about personal decisions. If you decide that you can't
do something, you will never be able to achieve that goal. It is up
to you personally.
Tori Nyman: Liked the banquet, the boys and getting to know lots
of people. Learned about suicide prevention and friendship.
Madison Fuhriman: Liked how friendly everyone was toward
each other and all the activities in which we could participate and
learn things we can use now or in the future. Learned that it is
okay to ask for help in overcoming obstacles. Everyone goes
through different challenges but our attitude determines how we
handle them.
Jackson Nichols: Liked leading. Learned to be a leader.
Joshua Blankenship: Liked being with friends and the food.
Learned to never give up.
Allie Zollinger: Liked meeting new people and the speakers.
Learned leadership skills.
Annika Johnson: Liked being able to meet people. Learned to
always smile and not repeat mistakes.

